Powerful things now come
in even smaller cubes.
More Power

More Mobile

More Advanced

More Secure

Fast-charges virtually
all your mobile devices.

The world’s smallest
USB-C laptop adapter.

Sophisticated circuitry
makes smarter decisions.

Maximum energy protection
for all devices.

PowerGear™ 60C

USB-C Laptop Adapter
60W • Ultra Compact • Foldable Plug

www.myinnergie.com

Universal
Compatibility

USB PD
Fast Charge

92% Energy
Efficiency

Small and powerful.

The smartest USB.

The smallest 60W laptop adaptor in the world powerfully
delivers up to 12x more power than most standard mobile
device chargers while taking up less space than a 55cc shot
glass.

The latest and most advanced USB PD technology is
capable of fast-charging virtually all mobile devices
including smart phones, tablets, game systems, laptops and
more.

3D circuitry design.

Transformational power.

Micro reduction techniques combined with precision 3D
design creates an advanced circuitry system that performs
like no other charger available today.

The transformer is the heart of any electronic device, which
is why we’ve completely reconfigured and optimized ours
for the fastest power delivery.

So powerful it charges
virtually all your mobile devices.
With the latest USB PD detection technology, advanced 3D
circuitry design, and totally rebuilt transformer, the
surprisingly small PowerGear™ 60C USB-C Laptop Adaptor
not only charges laptops but virtually all mobile devices
while taking up a fraction of the space.

InnerShieldTM Protection
Only Innergie products come equipped with this powerful protection technology, oaring a level of security no other
device can match.

Shield
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Over Current
Protection

Over Voltage
Protection

Over Temperature
Protection

Over Power
Protection

Short Circuit
Protection

Power Delivery Technology

GreenSenseTM Promise

Power Delivery is the key to speed-up
charging efficiency. Equipped with 5
different outputs, 5V, 9V, 12V, 15V and 20V.
It provides the optimized power according
to each device. Ultimate speed charging up
to 60W will satisfy the need for a quick,
speedy charging.

GreenSense™ is Innergie’s commitment to the
environment. We believe that protecting the
planet i our duty which we start GreenSense™
with a simple mission - to make power products
more energy efficient. 55CC (PowerGear 60C)
made the history — 92% high-efficiency — the
world’s smallest and most efficient adapter.

A warranty you can rely on—
24 hours a day for the next 3 years.

3

YEARS

Innergie offers an industry-leading 3-year warranty on its entire line of
chargers. Register your product online the to receive the 3-year warranty.

WARRANTY

* Please refer to detailed warranty policy on the website.

60mm / 2.3”

30mm / 1.2”

Contents
PD

30mm / 1.2”

PowerGear™ 60C USB-C Laptop Adapter
1.5m USB-C Cable
User Manual

150mm / 5.3”

Foldable plugs
PowerGear™ 60C USB-C Laptop Adapter

Compatible with most laptops

Equip with USB PD charging for most devices:

MagiCable™ 150 Laptop Cable (Optional)
D1 : Lenovo

F1 : HP

G : Acer

5V
iPhone/
Android
Phone

M : Dell

9V
iPhone/
Android
Phone

12V
15V
Power Bank Game System

15V
Tablet

20V
USB-C Laptop

L : Acer

*Compatible devices are not limited to the above.

This is a 1.5-meter USB-C cable
N : ASUS

**The relative charging cables arenot included.

with 6 tips optional and supports
a wide range of laptops.

Specifications
Output Power

Dimensions

Weight

USB-C Output

AC Input

60W

30.4L x 30.4W x 60H (mm)

85g / 2.99oz

5V DC / 3A 9V DC / 3A
12V DC / 3A 15V DC / 3A
20V DC / 3A

100-240V AC /
1.6A 50-60Hz
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